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Child Well-being Fund Ukraine –
20 years of work for happy childhood!
Childhood and adolescence are not altogether untroubled
times. Playing games, entertaining themselves, making troubles or
revolting children quickly get to know themselves and the world
around them, learn to go through losses and achievements and
face their first challenges and moral choices. It is at that time that
a person comes into being and an individual is formed that will live in
future a full and worthy life. And it is at this time that this small
person is the most vulnerable and in need of support.
And what we, the adults, can and
must give a child? Protection and help
to form the internal core of moral
values, self-respect, adequate selfesteem and judgement of the
surrounding world. Also a favourable
family environment where the child
will learn to identify his or her feelings
and to establish relationships. And a
community where the needs of each
child are known are taken care of. We
work to provide professional support
on each of these levels.
In 2016 the Fund focused on
extending
and
improving
our
previously started activities.
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Our own programme “Personal
dignity. Safety of life. Civic Position”
is successfully disseminated through
institutes
of
postgraduate
education. The task group
on
fighting
child
abuse, including
sexual abuse, extended its activities:
we train professionals and published
resource and information materials
not only for preschool children,
but also for teenagers. The pilot
implementation
of
the
15
Programme, aimed at preventing risk
behaviour among children at the
family
and
community
levels,
convincingly proved its efficiency.

The
voucher
programme
for providing aid in non-cash
form developed into a complex
project that also helps families
who were victims of the conflict
in Eastern Ukraine to recover their
resources and
to
integrate
into
new communities.
In just one last year we provided
help to at least 15 thousand of adults
and children in various parts of
Ukraine, such as charity aid,
resource and information materials.
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For the well-being of children in Ukraine

Teaching for development
Building up the capacity of
Ukrainian families
Working with community
and for community
Overcoming social
challenges together

We achieve our results with the help
of our constant partners:
Ministry of Education and
Science of Ukraine

Сentre Against Abuse
“Dardedze” (Latvia)

Ministry of Social Policy of
Ukraine

Paramos Valkams Centras
(Lithuania);

Ministry of Health of Ukraine

National Centre for Child Abuse
Prevention (Moldova)

International Organization for
Migration
Aflatoun International
ChildFund Deutschland
(Germany)

Social Activities and Practices
Institute (Bulgaria)
The German-Polish-Ukrainian
Society in Ukraine

Empowering Children
Foundation (Poland)

League of Social Workers of
Ukraine

“Our Home” Association
(Poland)

All-Ukrainian Social Organization
“Magnolia”

Humanitarian Project (Russia)

SOS Children’s Villages
International
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Partnership For Every Child
Ukrainian Foundation for Public
Health
Hope and Homes for Children
Rinat Akhmetov Foundation
over 20 regional and local
executive and self-government
bodies
16 universities and postgraduation institutes
over 50 regional and local
NGOs
over 700 general education
institutions
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Helping the victims of the armed
conflict in Eastern Ukraine
The armed conflict in Eastern Ukraine continues. Over
1 million of our countrymen1 had to leave their homes
and live as internally displaced persons. Some of them
had sufficient resources and were able to settle at a
new location, find a new job and adapt to a new
environment. Others still remain hostages of their hard
situations, paying expensive housing rent, doing odd
jobs, striving with numerous bureaucratic obstacles to
get social or medical services and social isolation,
sometimes even social stigma.

In 2016 our Fund in partnership with
Diakonie
Katastrophenhilfe
visited
5
thousand IDP families and found that more
than a half of interviewed families lived
below the poverty line (with monthly income
per one family member below UAH 1,400),
92% had to cut food costs, 77% bought
second-hand clothes, 71% could not afford
all necessary medicines. Over 30% of the
respondents indicated that they need
psychological counselling.2

In 2016 the Fund focused on two areas of
providing support to internally displaced
persons (IDPs) under the project “Improving
the Living Conditions of Internally Displaced
Persons and Households Affected by the
Armed Conflict in Ukraine” implemented with
the financial support of the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs of Germany and in partnership
with Diakonie Katastrophenhilfe.

Voucher Aid Programme

8672 persons

1

UAH 660

5 months

UAH 29 million

Current data of the State Emergency Service of Ukraine: http://www.dsns.gov.ua/ua/Mizhvidomchiy -koordinaciyniy-shtab.html
2

The report on the results of the survey of participants in the selection process to take part in the Voucher Programme in 2016.
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1430 families
in Dnipro, Kryvyi Rih
and Dnipropetrovska
Oblast

1150 families
in Kharkiv and
Kharkivska
Oblast

183 families
in Pershotravnevyi
Raion (District),
Donetska Oblast

Team of 40 interviewers
who received training and conducted the
selection,
supervision and monitoring of families
taking part in the programme

4 hot lines
4 representatives in the
supermarkets
provided constant informational and
organizational support to participants.
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We respect the right of each person to make his/
her own decisions. So our unconditional voucher,
unlike traditional humanitarian assistance packages,
allowed the participants make their own decisions on
what to buy depending on
0%

the needs of the family. According to the monitoring
report3, the participants of the programme mainly
spent the provided funds on items without which it is
impossible to live normally:

20%

40%

60%

Food products

80%

100%
99,5%

Personal hygiene products

95,7%

Household chemical goods

92,2%

Stationary

49,7%

Kitchenware

47,7%

Clothes

35,4%

Small household appliances

34,1%

Toys

28,0%

Bed linen

19,4%

Computers, electronic and video products

5,1%

Means of communication

4,0%

Large household appliances

2,5%

Furniture

2,3%

The Fund harmonises its work with the UN Office for
Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA) and
participates in the working groups of the Nutrition and
Protection Clusters.

70

The implementation of the Voucher
Programme resulted in a significant
drop in the number of participating
families that assess their financial
situation as extremely difficult.

63,4
58,4

60
50
40,8
40

30,8
30

Sometimes we do not have enough
money even for food

20

We have enough money only for food
and basic essentials

10

5,6
0,9

0,3

0

In general we have enough for living, but
cannot afford making any savings

0

Initial assessment

3

Monitoring

We can afford to put away some money

Here and below the data from the Monitoring Report of the Voucher Programme for 2016 are used.
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Groups for social and psychological support
Dnipro, Verkhniodnipriansk, Pavlohrad, Synelnykove, Kryvyi Rih, Manhush (Donetska Oblast),
Kharkiv, Balakleya, Kupiansk, Izium, Studenok, Lozova, Chuhuyiv

154 meetings were conducted where 12-15 persons
come together and for several hours discuss a problem
significantly affecting their quality of life. The
participants are helped by moderators who not only

present useful information and counsel them how to
improve their lives by themselves, but also encourage
communication and experience sharing.

CHANGING LIFE
Overcoming stress

Managing budget

43 meetings

37 meetings

Learning to be healthy
37 meetings

Bringing up children
without punishment
37 meetings

1928 participants

The answers to the question “What did you get from taking
partin the group discussions?” given by the participants
of our meetings
0%

20%

40%

60%

Got useful information

55%

Learned about new ways to solve
urgent problems

54%

Obtained important skills for responding to
challenges and solving problems

50%

Found answers to important questions

47%

Got acquainted with interesting people

41%

Got an opportunity to communicate
and express my feelings

Got an opportunity to share my experience

About 85% of the participants said that the
meetings helped them to improve their mental
condition. 82% indicated that they will use new
knowledge and skills to achieve goals and solve
problems.
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100%
86%

Learned how other people solve their
problems

ВTook a break from everyday life

80%

32%

29%

24%

The plans of the Fund for 2017 became a
part of the UN Humanitarian Response
Plan for Ukraine.
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Prevention of HIV and supporting
psychosocial health in Ukraine: working
in communities under the Programme “15”
The Programme “15” is the product of the
three-year adaptation and testing in
Ukraine of the Stepping Stones
Programme (Alice Welbourn, 1995). The
Ukrainian version of the programme is a
significant resource for upbringing
children that helps to improve family
relationships and communication and to
provide the primary prevention of unsafe
social behaviours and diseases.
Cherkaska
Oblast

Volynska
Oblast

6 groups

5 groups

196
girls
144
women

151
boys
73
men

On one hand, the 15 Programme has a significant
prevention component. Its aim is to reduce the
risks of getting into situations that are unsafe for
life or health (cases of HIV infection or other
sexually transmitted diseases (STDs), alcohol or
drugs abuse, violence).
On the other hand, unlike most other prevention
approaches, the Programme “15” covers a wide
range of personality-significant psychological
topics and has a positive impact on family
relationships, in particular, between parents and
their children.

564 participants
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The efficiency of the Programme “15” is evaluated
at several levels, including at the level of the
outcomes of participation (changes in the
perceptions, attitudes and mutual relations of
participants). The recorded lasting positive
outcomes allow us to suggest the necessity of
disseminating the experience of the Programme
“15” in other communities.

An important feature of the programme is its
gender and age approach. Training courses
on the same topic are conducted at the same
time in four separate groups: boys, girls, their
mothers and fathers.

The answers to the question “What changes did take place
in your life in the last year?” given by participants of the 15
Programme
Children:

Parents:

“I have chosen my future profession or job”

“my relationships with other people have
improved”

“my relationships with other people have
improved”
“now I quarrel less with my parents”
“now I more frequently avoid situations that
are risky regarding STDs, HIV, drug abuse and
violence”
“now I more often follow traditions”
“I started to take an active part in public
initiatives or volunteer activities”

“when making important decisions I now
pay more attention to the opinions of other
people”
“now I quarrel less with my child”
“I stopped
connected
outcomes”

following some
with
risks
or

traditions
negative

“I gave up smoking”
“I started to take risks more frequently, if it’s
necessary to achieve my goal”
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Even a year after the training more than a half
of the participating children demonstrate
generally correct views about the problems
which this training was aiming to prevent. The
corresponding figures are significantly higher
than in the beginning of the training (baseline

survey) and those among children not taking
part in the Programme “15” (reference group).
Also over a half of the interviewees who took part
in the training demonstrated correct knowledge
about HIV issues.
%
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46,3

Correct views regarding risky
behaviour

27,6
53,7

Correct views regarding drug and
substance abuse

36,2
57,9

Correct views regarding violence

36,2
80

Correct views regarding sexual life

34,5

pilot_group

10

30

reference_group
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Introducing a training programme on
prevention of human trafficking in
post-graduation institutes of
pedagogical education
The problem of human trafficking in Ukraine
remains serious with fight against it getting
insufficient attention and resources. New challenges
and threats appear – now slave traders began to
target internally displaced persons. According to the
International Organization for Migration, in the last
three years most victims of human trafficking in
Ukraine were young people under 35, including
minors.
The Child Well-being Fund focuses its
attention on the primary prevention of
human trafficking. We promote the
introduction of the training programme
“Personal Dignity. Safety of Life. Civic
Position” for 7-11 form school children
in general education institutions. This
programme is an efficient tool for
encouraging self-fulfilment and selfimprovement of the personality; it gives
children an opportunity to develop the
skills of responsible behaviour and helps
them to form their own civic position.

1304 schools
30 residential schools
86 vocational schools
16 post-graduation
institutes of pedagogical
education
use the programme or its
resources in their work

In 2016:

98 educators
took part in project
presentations and
training activities

638 educators

completed the training
course

1700 professionals

learned about the
programme “Personal
Dignity. Safety of Life.
Civic Position”
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Prevention of child sexual abuse and
exploitation in Central and Eastern
Europe - a comprehensive approach
According to the results of a study conducted last
year by the Empowering Children Foundation
(Poland) and the National Centre for Prevention of
Child Abuse (Moldova), sexual abuse experienced in
childhood has a negative impact on the physical,
emotional and social development of the child. Its
consequences might appear in various spheres of
life in adult age.
The Child Well-being Fund Ukraine helps children to
learn skills of safe behaviour to prevent possible
abuse.

Educational work to form safe
behaviour skills
In 2016 we continued our systematic educational
work to form safe personal behaviour skills. The
first methodological guide in this series was
published in 2015. It is called “Teach Children to
Protect Themselves” and describes educational
work with children aged 3-6 and their parents.
A new methodological guide includes the scripts
of interactive games for children aged 10-13
“Teaching Children to Protect Themselves” and
the scripts of interactive training sessions for
children aged 14-18 “I Can Protect Myself”.

Internet Resource Centre
“Childhood without Abuse”
has about 10,000 unique
visitors annually.
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Social campaign “One photo –
a thousand words”
The main goal of the campaign,
developed for children aged 10-18,
is to make them more aware about

sexting and related risks, as well as
to form safe behaviour skills both in
real life and internet.

In 2016:

423 professionals
of social services took
part in project
informational and
training activities

1995 children
aged 4–10

Videos “Yulka’s story”
and “Mateusz’s story”

learned the rules of safe
behaviour at interactive
training sessions under
the programme “Teach
Children to Protect
Themselves”

Poster “One photo – a thousand words”

1000 copies

Cartoon “Tell a trusted adult”

of informational and
methodological
materials on prevention
of child sexual abuse
distributed

19 organizations
joined the campaign

614 children aged
10-18

Campaign’s page on Facebook
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took part in testing
training materials “Teach
Children to Protect
Themselves” and “I Can
Protect Myself”.
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Charitable assistance to children
with cancer
Each hour 10 cancer patients die in Ukraine. Each year about
800-1000 new cancer cases are diagnosed among children.
Thirty years ago less than 10% of them survived, today more
than a half recover. This gives us hope, however, in other
countries up to 66-79%1 children recover from cancer. A
significant obstacle in treating Ukrainian children with cancer is
the extremely high cost of such treatment, so we have to fight
for the life of each particular child.

2016

Nazar Denisuk

Maria Romaschuk

1

10 children UAH 375,000

Three years in a row the Child WellBeing Fund Ukraine in partnership with
the Stoprak
Foundation provides
targeted charity aid to children treated
at the Child Oncological Centre No.3 of
Volyn Regional Children’s Clinical
Hospital with financial support provided
by ChildFund Deutschland e.V., Germany

Three
years
old
Nazar
from
Kivertsivskyi Raion does not very much
like to play with usual toys. Instead he is
especially interested in books, colouring
books and developing games. His
mother jokes that he will grow up to be
a real scholar.
However, Nazar is different from other
children of the same age not only by his
desire to learn something new each day.
In a way this three years old child is a
real courageous man that endured
whole eleven courses of chemotherapy
fighting a deadly disease, a malignant
kidney tumour.
In February passed a whole year since
Nazar has been fighting with an enemy
inside his own body. When his mother
washed him, she accidently discovered a
lump on his back. She immediately took

him to doctors, who confirmed her worst
fears – the child had cancer. Soon he had
an operation to remove the kidney.
His body is quite exhausted, so at
present the boy is not active and lively.
And he also misses his five years old
brother, who waits eagerly for his return
to their native village.
The boy completed the eleventh
course of chemotherapy. However, the
doctors do not let him to go home, as he
does not feel well yet. And the worst of all
– this course is not the last one, there will
be three more.
Although for his body it is harder to
cope with each new chemotherapy
course, Nazar is unbelievably happy to
get a new fairy tale book or a colouring
book and hopes that in his life also a new
colourful page will be turned soon.

Meeting and talking with smiling and
happy 13 years old Mariyka makes even
a very gloomy person smile. Now the
girl is incredibly happy, because she has
almost overcome a terrible disease –
lymphogranu-lomatosis, also known as
Hodgkin's disease.
At present the girl undergoes the last
of four radiation treatment courses. Her
six chemotherapy courses remain only
as dreadful memories.

Mariyka hopes that all these terrible
things will remain in the past and she will
never have even to pronounce such
words as chemotherapy or radiation
therapy.
“Everything is fine. I hope that this is the
finishing line. I feel real well and live
almost a full life. Of course, there is a
special diet, but that is nothing” – Mariyka
says.

According to the Ministry of Health of Ukraine: http://moz.gov.ua/ua/portal/pre_20150216_e.html
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Social adaptation and rehabilitation of
children and young people with special
needs from internally displaced families
About 2% of all children under 18 are children with disabilities,
and this number tends to increase. Congenital anomalies,
deformities and chromosome disorders, diseases of the
nervous system, mental and behavioural disorders determine
the special needs of such children and their families. Even more
vulnerable are families that had to leave their homes as a result
of the armed conflict in Eastern Ukraine.

In 2015-2016 the Child Well-being Fund Ukraine in partnership with
the Station Kharkiv Foundation and with funding by ChildFund
Deutschland e.V., Germany, provided support to 121 internally
displaced families that have children with special needs in Kharkiv
Oblast (Region).

These people do not like unnecessary attention and shun cameras, and we
respect their right for privacy. Without using fictitious names we just tell
several true stories, wishing the children and their parents to be strong and
never lose hope!
One of the families to whom we
provided assistance left the conflict area
as far back as in summer 2014.
Unfortunately, they have no place to
return to. The family is bringing up two
boys with Down’s syndrome. They had
to rent cheap accommodation in rural
area, because they do not have enough
money to pay for it elsewhere. There are
no jobs there, and from February 2016
their social benefits and targeted
assistance stopped. The mother smiles,
when the children are around,

but there are often tears in her eyes,
when they are not there. Participation
in the project became a fantastic
present for the family. The boys liked
very much to go to training sessions.
Generally, they have a very positive
attitude and are always smiling. A
special desk for developing lessons was
purchased for them, and also a bed, as
they had to sleep on an old mattress on
the floor. The family is very grateful for
the provided assistance.

Two brothers met with the same fate
– they have to bring up alone their
children with disabilities. The elder
brother’s little boy has a mild case of
cerebral palsy. However, the mother left
them not willing to face difficulties of
bringing up a sick child. So the father
had to provide care to his son alone. The
prognosis is not bad, but the boy needs
regular and persistent exercise. An
operation is planned that will require
rehabilitation. Thanks to the project, wall
bars were installed at family’s home,

where the father everyday helps his son
to exercise muscles as the doctor
recommended.
The wife of the younger brother died,
and he was left alone with a great
misfortune – their son got leukaemia.
The boy remains in hospital for almost
six months. Doctors assigned him
chemotherapy, however, the father
could not pay for it. Under the project
necessary medicines were acquired, and
now we may hope that the boy could
return home after receiving treatment.
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UAH 790,000:
Medicine+
equipment +
training devices
• 204 classes on
hand-made and
painting
• 80 classes on
learning games
• training in
equipped room
three times per
week
• visits to the
theatres,
museums, zoo
e.t.c.
• psychological
and legal support
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FINANCIAL REPORT FOR 2016
Total amount of financed expenses (UAH)
Administration costs of non-profit organization

2 458 502

Expenses for statutory activities

39 711 348

TOTAL, UAH

42 169 850

Structure of expenses
Statutory activities

94,17

Administartion costs

5,83

TOTAL, %

100

Funds received on project accounts from donor
organizations during the year (UAH)
Support to children of Children's Cancer Center №3 of Volyn
Regional Children's Hospital (with support of ChildFund
Deutschland e. V.)
Improvement living conditions of IDP-s and conflict affected parts
of Population in Ukraine (with support of the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs of Germany and Diakonie Katastrophenhilfe)

409 680

36 771 586

Social adaptation and rehabilitation of internally displaced children
and youth with special (with support of ChildFund Deutschland
e.V.)

600 000

Prevention of child sexual abuse and exploitation in Central and
Eastern Europe – a comprehensive approach (with support of OAK
Foundation)

677 587

Introducing a programme on prevention of human trafficking in
post-graduate institutes of pedagogical education (with support of
the Department of Foreign Affairs of Canada)

209 578

Introducing a programme on prevention of human trafficking in
post-graduate institutes of pedagogical education, phase 2 (with
support of the Department of Foreign Affairs of Canada)

253 729

Prevention of HIV and support of psychosocial health in Ukraine –
community based work with the Stepping Stone program “ 15”
Program (with support of Protestant Agency for Diakonia and
Development for Bread for the World – Protestant Development
Service)

Private donations
Passive incomes
Fixed assets
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3 371 816

200 100
57 345
1 035 813
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